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MENTAL MATHS ASSESSMENT

100 MENTAL MATHS ACTIVITIES . YEAR 2

Level 2

Test 2: Mental maths assessment
Part 1: Oral and mental questions

Time:  20 minutes (both parts).

● Read questions no more than twice to the children.
● Allow fi ve seconds for each answer.
● Answers to be recorded on the answer sheet on page 108.
● One mark per question: 15 marks total.

Resources
An array:

Question Answer

1 Jack has 20p. He spends 7p. How much does he have left? 13p

2 Write the number four hundred and six. 406

3 What is half of 16? 8

4
I am thinking of a shape. It has a square base and four triangular 

faces. Tick the correct shape. 
pyramid

5
I have 16p. If I save 10p a week for the next three weeks, how much 

will I then have?
46p

6 How many centimetres are there in 2 metres? 200

7 Look at the clock. What time is it?
5:15 or

Quarter past fi ve

8
Listen to these numbers: 31, 33, 35, 37….

What are the next two numbers in this sequence?
39, 41

9 A bag of potatoes weighs 3000 grams. How many kilograms is that? 3 kilograms

10
Tomatoes are sold in packets of 10. How many boxes will I buy if I 

need 36 tomatoes?
4 boxes

11 Stickers are 20p each. How much would 4 stickers cost? 80p

12 (Hold up the shape.) Write the name of this shape. hexagon

13
(Use the diagram.) The arrow is pointing to A. If the arrow turns 

clockwise through 3 right angles, where will it be facing?
D

14
(Hold up the array.) Write a multiplication sentence to match this 

array.

3 x 5 or 5 x 3
with / without 
answer of 15

15 The answer is 12. What multiplication could have been the question?
2 x 6 or 6 x 2:
3 x 4 or 4 x 3

End of test
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